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Abstract: There has been little technical innovation over the last few years for contrast media 

(CM) injectors that are used for diagnostic imaging (computed tomography [CT], magnetic 

resonance imaging [MRI], and hybrid imaging systems, such as positron emission tomogra-

phy–CT or magnetic resonance–positron emission tomography) examinations. The medical 

need of CM for the enhancement of diagnostic images has been around for a long time, but the 

application of the CM into the blood stream comes with potential medical complications for 

the patient and requires a lot of operator experience and training. Most power injector systems 

that are currently used can do significantly more than what is typically required; this complexity 

however, adds error potential and cost. This paper focuses on the main features that CM injec-

tor systems should have and highlights the technical developments that are useful to have but 

which add complexity and cost, increase setup time, and require intensive training for safe use. 

CM injection protocols are very different between CT and MRI, with CT requiring many more 

variances, has a need for multiphase protocols, and requires a higher timing accuracy. A CM 

injector used in the MRI suite, on the other-hand, could only need a relatively time insensitive 

injection with a standard injection flow rate and a volume that is dependent on the patients’ 

weight. This would make easy and lightweight systems possible, which are able to safely and 

accurately perform the injection task, while allowing full MRI compatibility with relatively low 

cost investment and consumable costs.

Keywords: power injector, contrast media injection, injection protocols, MRI compatibility

Introduction
Today, contrast media (CM) injection is generally realized by using power injectors 

(mainly electromechanical or hydraulic piston or peristaltic roller drives) with two 

different injection volumes (in syringes, bags, or bottles).

The first volume (saline solution) has the task of opening the vein for the second volume 

to inject the CM, which is then followed again by a flush from the first volume thereby 

reducing the total CM consumption and increasing patient safety through reduced flow rates.

While this procedure can also be performed with a single injection volume of 

CM, fast imaging as in multislice detector computed tomography (CT) imaging or 

high-field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) requires dual volume CM injector 

(CMI) systems.1

There are cost and handling issues with the consumables that are required for the 

injection (syringes, bags, bottle, tubing), problems with the actual injection pathway, 

and patient access (and the consumables for this).
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And, the CMIs manufactured and sold today include 

features and components that increase operational complex-

ity, such as the controlling computer system, hardware (eg, 

batteries, magnetic attraction when used in a MRI suite, 

servicing, electric safety), variables of the injection (amount 

of CM, timing, injection rate), patient safety, and the use of 

varying injection protocols.

CMI systems are relatively large and complex and need 

time and operator interaction for the individual patient setup 

– all for an apparently easy task of injecting a liquid into the 

patient’s bloodstream at the right point in time with respect 

to the imaging procedure.

Increased complexity means decreased patient safety 

and usually it also comes with increased investment and 

operational cost.

The innovations today very often add incremental 

improvements and usually do not consider completely 

new and possibly easier solutions that require more radical 

changes of the base system. The question should be on what 

is really needed to do the task safely and reliably, and with 

respect to concerns of an ever increasing cost for the health 

care delivery.

The focus of this paper is on electromechanical/hydrau-

lic CT and particular MRI power injectors and intravenous 

injections, but a lot of the issues also apply for the injection 

problems and systems used for X-ray, hybrid imaging sys-

tems, and ultrasound applications.

A medium-sized hospital can easily own and operate ten 

or more CT/MRI CMIs with an average operational time 

before replacement of 7–8 years and an investment from 

US$10,000 (single syringe) to US$40,000 (multiphase, 

multicontrast media, etc).

In general, these systems are quite reliable, but require 

at least an annual maintenance and safety check and in case 

of high utilization a service every 6 months. The costs for 

these service and safety checks are typically in the order of 

US$1,000 per visit and another US$1,000 per year should 

be reserved for spare parts needed.

So, the total operational expenses for a typical hospital 

could be in the order of US$60,000 (US$40,000 for annual 

depreciation + US$20,000 for service and parts).

More of a cost problem are the required consumables 

that are needed for the different CMI systems for every 

patient examination (see Figure 1 for a typical set of 

consumables).

Some of the CMI systems use syringes with a recom-

mended single use that are very often only replaced once a 

day (see Figure 1); however, despite the hygienic risk, others 

use bottles or bags that can contain larger amounts of CM and 

do not need to be replaced for every patient. Figure 2 shows 

the CMI system (CT Expres, Bracco Injeneering, Lausanne, 

Switzerland) using bottles instead of syringes.2–5

Tubing from the syringe/bag to the patient obviously 

needs to be replaced with every patient, and the total cost 

of injection consumables per patient can run from US$5 to 

US$25 plus the cost of the CM plus the running and depre-

ciation cost of the CMI.

Using a total of 10,000 CT and MRI CM examinations 

per annum add up to additional consumable costs of between 

US$50,000 and US$250,000 per year plus the expenses for 

the CM.

So, investment as well as operational cost in combination 

with the required individual patient setup time is something that 

needs to be taken into consideration when selecting a CMI.6,7

Figure 1 Typical syringe and tubing set for CT/MRI contrast media injection. 
Notes: The syringes are specified for single use, but often employed for multiple patients, despite potential hygienic issues. The tubing has to be changed for every patient 
(left: Medtron; right: Medrad).
Abbreviations: CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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Materials and methods
CT injection protocols
For CT injection protocols, timing is essential to achieve the 

desired contrast. A relatively standard volume of injection  

is between 75 and 150 mL (depending on patient weight) 

iodine-based CM using an injection rate of typically between 

3 and 5 mL/s (using a 20-gauge flexible plastic cannula).8,9

The injection protocol also needs to be adapted to the 

type of CT scanner used (eg, number of slices) and is com-

plimented with the injection of saline solution, which requires 

two working channels as a syringe or bag system for the CMI. 

As timing of the injection is critical with respect to the CT 

imaging, a computer control combined with a remote control 

is therefore essential.

Most commercially available CMI systems allow varia-

tion of the flow rate in steps of 0.1 mL/s from 1 mL/s all the 

way to 9.9 mL/s and allow the use of multiphase injection 

protocols.

CT injection protocols require the ability to adjust the 

timing and vary the flow rate, especially when advanced 

imaging is performed. The offered parameter adjustments are 

not needed however in most conventional examinations.6–9 

With a minimum flow rate specification of 4 mL/s, a large 

majority of the normal CM imaging could be performed.

Even single syringe units for CM only are still sold for 

CT applications (Figure 3 shows an example system: APO 

100, Apollo RT, Hong Kong, People’s Republic of China), 

and MRI injections are still commonly performed by 

 handinjection mainly in private practice settings.

MRI injection protocols
A typical MRI CM injection (mainly gadolinium based that 

shortens the T1 relaxation time, Figure 4 shows an example 

of the effect of MRI contrast agent on the visualization of 

the pathology) is administered as a rapid intravenous bolus 

(depending on weight: ~0.2 mL/kg) at a flow rate of 2 mL/s.10

So, for a 100 kg patient, ~20 mL CM is used that is 

subsequently flushed with 20 mL saline solution at the same 

injection rate. Approximately 30 seconds after this, the MRI 

imaging protocols start.

The peak enhancement is ~2 minutes after injection and 

holds on for several minutes.11

Figure 2 CT dual volume injector using bottles instead of syringes.
Note: CT Expres, Bracco Injeneering, Lausanne, Switzerland.
Abbreviation: CT, computed tomography.

Figure 4 Effect of MRI contrast agent.
Note: T1-weighted images; left image without, right image with contrast medium 
administration show defect of the blood–brain barrier after stroke. Reproduced 
from wikimedia.org (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/).10

Abbreviation: MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

Figure 3 Single head injector for CT injections with injector head, syringe, and the 
control computer system.
Note: APO100 CT Injector, Apollo RT, Hong Kong, People’s Republic of China.
Abbreviation: CT, computed tomography.
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Table 1 summarizes the most commonly used gadolinium-

based MRI CM and their recommended use according to 

the manufacturers’ recommendations.12–15 All manufacturers 

recommend an exclusive use of the CM with a flow rate of 

1 or 2 mL/s and a volume that is dependent on the weight of 

the patient (0.2 mL/kg).

Since MRI CM application is not that time and flow 

rate sensitive, a relatively simple device with a dual volume 

injection drive with these two flow rates could be employed to 

achieve accurate and repeatable results, while greatly reduc-

ing the capital expenditure and operational costs.

In summary, for CMI, it is technically only required to 

have a driving unit that is capable of injecting a volume of 

~20 (MRI) or 150 mL (CT) CM with an injection of saline 

solution (50–150 mL) before and immediately following the 

CM injection at a typical flow rate of 2 (MRI) or 4 mL/s (CT).

Bags or bottles with higher volume, instead of syringes, 

could further ease operation and decrease setup time and 

cost of consumables.

Table 2 shows some of the more commonly used MRI 

CMI systems and their main features.16–20

The drive mechanism of only one system (Figure 5, Empower 

MR, Bracco Injeneering) is hydraulic and really fully MRI 

compatible.21,22 All other units still do have some ferromagnetic 

components built in and while they state to be compatible to 3 T, 

translational attraction forces (mainly the power supply) require 

that these devices stay outside the 0.1 T (=1,000 Gauss) line.23

Moving toward the MRI magnet, this would generally 

be (with a new generation actively shielded 1.5 or 3 T) at 

~0.5–1 m from the bore opening of the magnet.

Results
What is required from a patient safety point of view, which 

after all is the most important issue?2,8,24,25

•	 Ease of use and low complexity is a key element of patient 

safety. If there are only few variables and few components, 

the user training is fast and the error margin low. An acci-

dental flow rate of 8 versus 2 mL/s could for example cause 

venous rupture and with that severe problems for the patient.

•	 “Open” CM and saline volumes should not be used to 

prevent infections, sepsis, and contaminations.2,20,24,25

•	 Refilling bottle, bag, or syringe containers used in CMI 

systems should be avoided to eliminate the risk of con-

tamination and infection.2,24

•	 Use of double volume injectors connected via a T-tube and an 

injection tube for the venous access to the patient  that allows 

easy CM and saline filling should be the system of choice.24

•	 Standard (and easy) operating procedures for injection 

should be in place for every site taking local situations 

into consideration and regular training sessions should 

be conducted; this would, for example, include the use of 

gloves and hand disinfection prior to filling CM volume 

or saline volume and exchange of tubing sets.24–27

Table 1 MRI contrast media injection protocols – standard contrast media volume and standard flow rate for all manufacturers – only 
1 or 2 mL/s flow rates are recommended

Manufacturer Body weight (mmol/kg, 
intravenous)

Body weight (mL/kg) Flow rate (mL/s) Reference

Magnevist (Bayer AG, Leverkusen, Germany) 0.1 0.2–0.4 1–2 12
Dotarem (Guerbet, Villepinte, France) 0.1 0.2 1–2 13
Multihance (Bracco Injeneering, Lausanne, Switzerland) 0.1 0.2 2 14
Omniscan (GE Healthcare Inc., Princeton, NJ, USA) 0.1 0.2 2 15

Abbreviation: MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

Table 2 MRI CMI manufacturers and some important specifications

MRI CMI
(Reference)

Ulrich17 Medtron18 Nemoto19 Medrad20 Bracco21

Compatible up to X T magnetic field 3 3 3 3 7 (9.4)22

Weight of injector head (kg) 35 30 10 30 7
Battery for injector head required No Yes No Yes No
Number of total components 3 2 3 2 3
Proprietary consumables No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Contrast media volume (mL) Bottles (2×100) 65 100 65 50
Saline volume (mL) Bottles (1,000) 65 100 115 100
Prefilled syringes available Bottles Yes Yes No No
Injector drive technology Roller/peristaltic Electromechanic Ultrasonic Electromechanic Hydraulic

Notes: Weight is important as it is a safety and handling issue. Battery-operated systems need to be recharged and systems that are conventionally powered need an electric 
outlet in the MRI suite.
Abbreviations: CMI, contrast media injector; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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•	 Some CMI systems on the market offer optional extrava-

sation protection (sensors that measure variances in skin 

surface or radio frequency identification device signals 

to warn if the injector needle is embedded in tissue 

instead of inside the vessel). While this is certainly 

advisable to have in CT due to the higher flow rates, it 

is not necessary for MRI CM injections. Extravasation 

happens only rarely, but can lead to severe swelling and 

pain.

•	 All systems should allow removing any air in the tub-

ing by rotating the injector head and slowly pushing the 

liquid into the tubing with an optional air bubble detec-

tion sensor. Air in the blood stream could lead to severe 

respiratory problems and ultimately to death.26,27

•	 CMI systems should include sensors and safety measures 

to monitor overpressure.26,27

•	 An emergency-OFF button should be standard on the 

injector head and/or on the control panel.

•	 Optional sensors for contrast leaks could be helpful par-

ticularly since CM is very sticky.

•	 Some vendors now offer radio frequency identification 

device identifiers that prevent using single use syringes 

more than once. While it is recommended to not employ 

syringes/bottles/bags more than once, this can be part of 

a standard operating procedure.24 Clearly, the individual 

patient tubing has to be changed with every patient.

•	 Integrated should at least be the possibility to recall some 

of the usage data, such as amount of CM injected with 

what parameters at what time. This data is valuable for 

forensic reasons, but can also be used to calculate the 

total CM and consumables used.

Other not directly patient safety-related features that are 

optionally offered are Radiology Information Systems/Patient 

Archival and Communication System Data Management 

Systems connections and network integrations that allow to 

measure workflow efficiency and imaging optimization.28 

This also allows management of CMI service issues and 

can track historical use of CM with respect to patients, dis-

eases, and imaging protocols. This additional information is 

potentially helpful to manage a radiology operation, but not 

an essential feature.

The syringes and their cost – but also patient safety 

issues related to using these more than once – are definitely 

quite an important aspect. While multiuse saves setup time 

and reduces the cost per patient, it should be very carefully 

weighed with potential negative hygienic effects.

Especially in the US, prefilled syringes offered by the CM 

companies for selected CMI systems are getting more popular 

due to their fast setup and proven hygienic safety, while other 

CMI vendors are betting on larger volume bottles that reduce 

the preparation time and the cost of the consumables.2,7

Dual flow allows parallel injection of CM and saline 

solution and with that could help to provide new or enhanced 

contrast particularly for cardiac imaging. This is not needed 

for conventional examinations and if, then only for CT 

imaging.

CM viscosity is temperature-dependent; a warmer 

application temperature decreases the viscosity and flow 

resistance. Warming the CM before injection is therefore 

beneficial and some CMIs have such a feature built in.
A more important hardware aspect is the power source 

and weight of the CMI systems. While the majority of the 
commercially available CT injectors are directly connected 
to a power outlet (weight between 5 and 25 kg), MRI injec-
tors (weight 10–35 kg) usually have a battery integrated that 
has a tendency to be empty when you really need it. The 
injectors are not used for every patient, or are sometimes 
physically in the way when difficult patient examinations 
are performed (eg, interventions) and therefore need to 
be portable or moveable or mounted on a ceiling or wall. 
While mounting options are feasible for the CT injectors, it 
is almost impossible to do that in a radio frequency shielded 
MRI suite with no weight bearing walls and ceilings. The 
lighter a CMI is, the easier it can be moved and the lower 
the patient/operator hazards are.

The main reason for the heavy weight is because of 

the injector drive (electromechanical pump) and the power 

Figure 5 Magnetic Resonance CMI operating at magnetic field strength of up to 9.4 
T due to a hydraulic drive.
Note: For other ultra-high field MRI issues see Scannexus.22

Abbreviation: CMI, contrast media injector.
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supply/battery unit. CT injectors are used in lead shielded 

environments that typically have several main power outlets. 

An operation without a battery as a power source is therefore 

possible, but an included battery provides higher movability 

and as there is no need for cables provides higher safety.

In an MRI room, there are typically no main power outlets 

and a battery powered injector drive is therefore the standard 

setup. Alternative solutions are hydraulic driven systems or 

could be new concepts of almost entirely mechanical driven 

systems (air, compressed air, spring loaded) with some elec-

tronic components that provide safety features and injection 

information.21,22

Especially for use in the MRI suite, electronic and metal-

lic components are a potential safety and operational hazard 

and for ultimate patient safety, the device should be light-

weight (<10 kg weight inside the MRI room) and entirely 

manufactured from nonferromagnetic materials with few 

to no electronic components to avoid accidents related to 

magnetic attraction forces (Figure 6) and to ensure that the 

MRI scanner operates properly.23,29

Discussion
While dual volume CMI systems are technically not needed 

for most injection protocols (exceptions are very fast and 

cardiac CT imaging protocols), they are certainly standard 

and make CM injection easier and safer for the patient.2,24,26

Most of the CT and MRI injection protocols are standard 

with respect to flow rate, while the injection volume is weight-

dependent (CT: 4 mL/s, 75–150 mL CM volume dependent 

on weight; MRI: 2 mL/s, 0.2 mL/kg patient weight). The 

starting point of the injection needs to be in line or in a 

certain timing relation with the start of CT or MRI imaging, 

and therefore, a remote control is advantageous.

CM injection in MRI is still often performed by hand, 

 however, with a standard syringe through an intravenous access 

line. This is mainly because the injection protocol is not as 

time sensitive as for CT examinations. The image enhance-

ment (mainly as an influence on the T1 timing) is present for 

several minutes. MRI power injection is much more stable and 

repeatable with respect to the flow rate and timing of injection, 

and therefore, the quality of imaging more predictable, which 

ultimately increases the procedure safety for the patient. Hand 

injections should therefore no longer be an alternative. Evalu-

ation of the recommended injection protocols for gadolinium-

based MRI CM (Table 1) shows that there is a standard injection 

volume based on the patient weight (0.2 mL/kg patient weight) 

and a standard injection flow rate (2 mL/s) with a recommended 

flush of saline solution after the CM injection with the same 

volume. Only for very selected procedures (eg, peripheral 

angiography), more complicated injection protocols are used. 

All commercially available MRI power injector systems (Table 

2) consist of an electrically or hydraulically powered drive unit 

for the injection and a control computer, and in some cases, an 

additional battery stand or electronic box. These systems are 

able to inject in a very wide range of flow rates and can be pro-

grammed for virtually any protocol, but this is not needed and 

the complexity requires a significant training and application 

effort, and results in increased investment and operational cost.

Patient safety should be the key concern for the applica-

tion of CM and feature reduction and limitation to standard 

protocols and ease of use could significantly decrease error 

potential, as well as investment and running cost. It should 

therefore be discussed whether MRI CM injections should 

be performed with a significantly simpler device.

CT CM injection is different in the respect that while 

there are typical protocols, there is no real standard as could 

be shown for MRI injection protocols. The timing of the CM 

is more critical and depends on the type of examination and 

CT scanner used. Faster CT scanners require faster injection 

protocols and more accurate timing. Also, more complicated 

injection protocols with multiphase injection of CM are used. 

This requires a computer controlled unit with a display and 

user-dependent injection protocol programming of flow rate, 

injection volumes, and injection sequences. Also, the flow 

rates are not as simple as for MRI and can vary between 1 

and 7 mL/s, and in very selected cases even up to 9 mL/s.

The discussed technical features for both CT and MRI 

injectors are summarized in Table 3, highlighting the ones that 

a power injector “must have” (mainly patient safety-related 

Figure 6 3 T MRI systems – oxygen tank was pulled into the magnet.
Notes: The MRI injector on the left was not a problem being located at ~0.5 m from the 
magnet bore. For further details on MRI related accidents see MRI patient safety blog.29

Abbreviation: MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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and the ones needed for standard injection protocols) versus 

the ones that are optional. The optional ones are separated in 

“should have” and “nice to have” features, and there are also 

some listed that are not really needed, possibly used for dif-

ferentiation purposes, that add little or no value to most users.

Health care expenditures and standardization are key 

concerns and goals going forward and making devices easier 

and simpler would be a way to possibly achieve this. Fewer 

buttons mean fewer user errors and fewer components result 

in reduced cost.

Conclusion
The CMI systems currently on the market are high-tech 

computer controlled devices with separate monitors (there is 

already not enough space for the existing monitors of the CT 

or MRI systems), that are capable of performing hundreds of 

different injection protocols. They are equipped with many 

optional features, that are not necessary for general imaging. 

Clinical research institutions have different needs and do 

require some of these offered capabilities for few selected 

examinations and for research purposes. The complexity 

provided comes with a high cost of investment and also comes 

with decreased patient safety.

Innovation in the segment of CM injection for CT and 

MRI systems in the last years added features to a basic con-

cept that is in use for decades now. Some of the improvements 

clearly had a positive impact on the workflow and usability, 

particularly for the more challenging task of CT injections.

CMIs for use in the MRI suite were initially CT injectors 

adapted to the problems that come with working in a signal 

sensitive (shielded electronics needed) environment that does 

not tolerate ferromagnetic components. So, particularly for 

MRI injection, a complete redevelopment of a CMI system 

with a focus on ease of use and cost concerns could make sense.

Development activities should not only address new tech-

nology innovations with limited value but also try to simplify 

processes and procedures, especially when a human patient 

could benefit. With that a minimum viable MRI CMI system 

would consist of dual volume injection capabilities at one or 

two flow rates, simple timers to select the volume and time 

Table 3 What is really needed and what is optional for a CT/MRI power injector?

Must have Should have Nice to have Not needed

CT injectors Dual volume injection
3 and 5 mL/s flow rate
CMV >150 mL
SV >150 mL
Data on CMV and SV injection, including 
date and time (forensic)
Air removal and detection
Closed CMV and SV
Overpressure detection and automatic 
shutdown
Emergency shutdown button
Remote control to start the injection
Touch-panel control and/or control PC
Portable and/or easily moveable
Easy to use and cost-efficient consumables

Multiphase protocols
Protocol storage
Light weight (<10 kg) and easy to 
use system
Independent power source
Extravasation detection
1–7 mL/s in 0.5 mL/s steps
KVO
Prefilled syringes or larger 
volume CMV/SV containers

Dual flow (should have with 
majority cardiac imaging)
Remote diagnostics (for 
remote servicing)
RIS/PACS connection
Contrast media leak

Prevention of multiuse for 
single use syringes 

MRI injectors Dual volume injection
1 and 2 mL/s flow rate
CMV >25 mL
SV >50 mL
Data on CMV and SV injection, including 
date and time (forensic)
Air removal and detection
Closed CMV and SV
Overpressure detection and automatic 
shutdown
Emergency shutdown button
Full MRI compatible to at least 3 T
Portable and/or easily moveable
Easy to use and cost-efficient consumables

Light weight and easy to use 
system (<10 kg)
Independent power source
RIS/PACS connection
Remote control to start the 
injection
Prefilled syringes or larger 
volume CMV/SV containers

Multiphase protocols
Protocol storage
Remote diagnostics (for 
remote servicing)
Touch-panel control or 
computer control
Attachable directly to the 
magnet or ceiling mounted 
option

Extravasation detection
Contrast media leak 
detection
Prevention of multiuse for 
single use syringes
Integrated infusion pump
Two different CM volumes

Abbreviations: CM, contrast media; CT, computed tomography; CMV, contrast media volume; KVO, keep vein open; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PC, personal 
computer; RIS/PACS, Radiology Information Systems/Patient Archival and Communication System; SV, saline volume.
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between the contrast media and saline injection. The ideal 

system should be lightweight and movable, easy to use and 

should avoid any user errors. It should be constructed of 

almost 100% non-ferrous material, if possible with an injec-

tion mechanism that does not require an electric charge. And 

finally it should allow connection to a local network or the 

possibility to store and retrieve forensic data. Such a system 

operated with bag or bottle CM/saline should be possible with 

a much reduced capital investment, lower operational cost, 

and increased patient safety. Such a system could be used 

as the standard system for CMI or be used in combination 

(for 90% of the more conventional procedures) with a more 

complex injector that is only used for advanced procedures.

That could also mean that combining high-end advanced 

systems that are movable with more standardized and feature-

reduced systems in one imaging suite could potentially dra-

matically reduce the total operational cost of CM injection. 
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